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The Sacred and the Secular in Medieval Healing
The Art of Medicine
The Trotula was the most influential compendium on women's medicine in
medieval Europe. Scholarly debate has long focused on the traditional
attribution of the work to the mysterious Trotula, said to have been
the first female professor of medicine in eleventh- or twelfth-century
Salerno, just south of Naples, then the leading center of medical
learning in Europe. Yet as Monica H. Green reveals in her introduction
to this first edition of the Latin text since the sixteenth century,
and the first English translation of the book ever based upon a
medieval form of the text, the Trotula is not a single treatise but an
ensemble of three independent works, each by a different author. To
varying degrees, these three works reflect the synthesis of indigenous
practices of southern Italians with the new theories, practices, and
medicinal substances coming out of the Arabic world. Arguing that
these texts can be understood only within the intellectual and social
context that produced them, Green analyzes them against the background
of historical gynecological literature as well as current knowledge
about women's lives in twelfth-century southern Italy. She examines
the history and composition of the three works and introduces the
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reader to the medical culture of medieval Salerno from which they
emerged. Among her findings is that the second of the three texts, "On
the Treatments for Women," does derive from the work of a Salernitan
woman healer named Trota. However, the other two texts—"On the
Conditions of Women" and "On Women's Cosmetics"—are probably of male
authorship, a fact indicating the complex gender relations surrounding
the production and use of knowledge about the female body. Through an
exhaustive study of the extant manuscripts of the Trotula, Green
presents a critical edition of the so-called standardized Trotula
ensemble, a composite form of the texts that was produced in the midthirteenth century and circulated widely in learned circles. The
facing-page complete English translation makes the work accessible to
a broad audience of readers interested in medieval history, women's
studies, and premodern systems of medical thought and practice.

Medieval Bodies: Life and Death in the Middle Ages
The myriad ways in which colour and light have been adapted and
applied in the art, architecture, and material culture of past
societies is the focus of this interdisciplinary volume. Light and
colour’s iconographic, economic, and socio-cultural implications are
considered by established and emerging scholars including art
historians, archaeologists, and conservators, who address the variety
of human experience of these sensory phenomena. In today’s world it is
the norm for humans to be surrounded by strong, artificial colours,
and even to see colour as perhaps an inessential or surface property
of the objects around us. Similarly, electric lighting has provided
the power and ability to illuminate and manipulate environments in
increasingly unprecedented ways. In the context of such a saturated
experience, it becomes difficult to identify what is universal, and
what is culturally specific about the human experience of light and
colour. Failing to do so, however, hinders the capacity to approach
how they were experienced by people of centuries past. By means of
case studies spanning a broad historical and geographical context and
covering such diverse themes as architecture, cave art, the invention
of metallurgy, and medieval manuscript illumination, the contributors
to this volume provide an up-to-date discussion of these themes from a
uniquely interdisciplinary perspective. The papers range in scope from
the meaning of colour in European prehistoric art to the technical art
of the glazed tiles of the Shah mosque in Isfahan. Their aim is to
explore a multifarious range of evidence and to evaluate and
illuminate what is a truly enigmatic topic in the history of art and
visual culture.

Medieval Islamic Medicine
With wit, wisdom, and a sharp scalpel, Jack Hartnell dissects the
medieval body and offers a remedy to our preconceptions. Just like us,
medieval men and women worried about growing old, got blisters and
indigestion, fell in love, and had children. And yet their lives were
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full of miraculous and richly metaphorical experiences radically
different from our own, unfolding in a world where deadly wounds might
be healed overnight by divine intervention, or where the heart of a
king, plucked from his corpse, could be held aloft as a powerful
symbol of political rule. In this richly illustrated and unusual
history, Jack Hartnell uncovers the fascinating ways in which people
thought about, explored, and experienced their physical selves in the
Middle Ages, from Constantinople to Cairo and Canterbury. Unfolding
like a medieval pageant, and filled with saints, soldiers, caliphs,
queens, monks and monstrous beasts, this book throws light on the
medieval body from head to toe—revealing the surprisingly
sophisticated medical knowledge of the time. Bringing together
medicine, art, music, politics, philosophy, religion, and social
history, Hartnell's work is an excellent guide to what life was really
like for the men and women who lived and died in the Middle Ages.
Perfumed and decorated with gold, fetishized or tortured, powerful
even beyond death, these medieval bodies are not passive and buried
away; they can still teach us what it means to be human. Some images
in this ebook are not displayed due to permissions issues.

Medieval Medicine
Drawing on the wealth of medical illustration to be found in medieval
manuscripts, the author traces the history of medieval medicine, the
artistic traditions which shaped its depiction, and beliefs of both
medical and artistic practitioners.

The Art of Medicine in Early China
In recent decades various versions of Chinese medicine have begun to
be widely practised in Western countries, and the academic study of
the subject is now well established. However, there are still few
scholarly monographs that describe the history of Chinese medicine and
there are none at all on the medieval period. This collection
represents the kind of international collaboration of research teams,
centres and individuals that is required to begin to study the source
materials adequately. The first book in English to discuss this
fascinating material in the century since the Dunhuang library was
discovered, the text provides a unique and fascinating interpretation
of Chinese medical history.

Medicine Before Science
Traditional histories of medieval art and architecture often privilege
the moment of a work’s creation, yet surviving works designated as
"medieval" have long and expansive lives. Many have extended
prehistories emerging from their sites and contexts of creation, and
most have undergone a variety of interventions, including adaptations
and restorations, since coming into being. The lives of these works
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have been further extended through historiography, museum exhibitions,
and digital media. Inspired by the literary category of biography and
the methods of longue durée historians, the introduction and seventeen
chapters of this volume provide an extended meditation on the
longevity of medieval works of art and the aspect of time as a factor
in shaping our interpretations of them. While the metaphor of "lives"
invokes associations with the origin of the discipline of art history,
focus is shifted away from temporal constraints of a single human
lifespan or generation to consider the continued lives of medieval
works even into our present moment. Chapters on works from the modern
countries of Italy, France, England, Spain, and Germany are drawn
together here by the thematic threads of essence and continuity,
transformation, memory and oblivion, and restoration. Together, they
tell an object-oriented history of art and architecture that is
necessarily entangled with numerous individuals and institutions.

Animals in Art and Thought
This history of medical thought from antiquity through the Middle Ages
reconstructs the slow transformations and sudden changes in theory and
practice that marked the birth and early development of Western
medicine. Grmek and his contributors adopt a synthetic, crossdisciplinary approach, with attention to cultural, social, and
economic forces.

Medieval Medicine
Medicine and astronomy are the oldest of all the sciences. They appear
at first glance to be the original odd couple. Their union gave birth
to a progeny that populated the Western world for more than two
millennia. From an historical perspective, their marriage and mutual
influence is undeniable. Cosmology and cosmogony, as natural
philosophical aspects of astronomy, have gone hand in hand with the
science of medicine from time immemorial. Indeed, medicine and the
pseudoscience of astrology were for centuries inseparable.The ancients
began the embryonic search for answers to questions that had puzzled
humans for eons. No systematic approach to the nature of the universe
was undertaken until the Sumerians, the Babylonians, and the Greeks
began the quest for wisdom. The Greeks, beginning with Thales in the
6th century B.C.E., sought a unifying principle to explain the world
as a whole. Because cosmology and medicine were among the few known
sciences in ancient times, it was natural that these two apparently
disparate disciplines should be combined to provide the theoretical
basis of medicine--foundations that were to survive for nearly 2,400
years. This scientific structure rested firmly on the ancient
principles of cosmology, astronomy, and the concept of universal
harmony. This book tells the tale of these theoretical underpinnings
and how they influenced humankind's efforts to maintain health and
fight disease. Ultimately, the system was fundamentally flawed.
Nonetheless, it lingered on for centuries beyond what common sense
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tells us it should have.Few comprehensive analyses of the relationship
between cosmology and medicine have been undertaken in the
astronomical or medical literature. For better or for worse,
cosmological principles have had profound effects on the theory and
practice of medicine over the centuries. It is time for historians,
astronomers, physicians, and philosophers to acquaint themselves with
the impact early cosmology has

Medicine and Space
This great interdisciplinary title goes far beyond medicine, revealing
much about society at large.

Medieval and Early Renaissance Medicine
In this book, Miranda Brown investigates the myths that acupuncturists
and herbalists have told about the birth of the healing arts. Moving
from the Han (206 BC–AD 220) and Song (960–1279) dynasties to the
twentieth century, Brown traces the rich history of Chinese medical
historiography and the gradual emergence of the archive of medical
tradition. She exposes the historical circumstances that shaped the
current image of medical progenitors: the ancient bibliographers,
medieval editors, and modern reformers and defenders of Chinese
medicine who contributed to the contemporary shape of the archive.
Brown demonstrates how ancient and medieval ways of knowing live on in
popular narratives of medical history, both in modern Asia and in the
West. She also reveals the surprising and often unacknowledged debt
that contemporary scholars owe to their pre-modern forebears for the
categories, frameworks, and analytic tools with which to study the
distant past.

Medieval Medicine: The Art of Healing, from Head to Toe
Fully illustrated with hundreds of artworks, this guide explores
depictions of illness and healing in Western art.

Medicine and Humanism in Late Medieval Italy
The medical tradition that developed in the lands of Islam during the
medieval period (c. 650-1500) has, like few others, influenced the
fates and fortunes of countless human beings. It is the story of
contact and cultural exchange across countries and creeds, affecting
caliphs, kings, courtiers, courtesans, and the common crowd. In
addition to being fascinating in its own right, it formed the roots
from which modern Western medicine arose. Contrary to the
stereotypical picture, medieval Islamic medicine was not simply a
conduit for Greek ideas, but was a locus for innovation and change.The
book is organised around five topics: the emergence of medieval
Islamic medicine and its intense cross-pollination with other
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cultures, the theoretical medical framework, the function of
physicians within the larger society, the medical care as seen through
preserved case histories, and the role of magic and devout religious
invocations in scholarly as well as everyday medicine. A concluding
chapter on the 'afterlife' concerns the impact of medieval Islamic
medicine upon the European medical tradition and its continued
practice today. The aim of this book is not to compress the entire
history of medieval Islamic medicine into a single small volume.
Rather, it presents an overview, highlighted with particular examples.

Medicine in the Middle Ages
The national bestselling hit hailed by the New York Times as a
"vibrant medieval mystery[it] outdoes the competition." In medieval
Cambridge, England, Adelia, a female forensics expert, is summoned by
King Henry II to investigate a series of gruesome murders that has
wrongly implicated the Jewish population, yielding even more tragic
results. As Adelia's investigation takes her behind the closed doors
of the country's churches, the killer prepares to strike again.

Dragon's Blood & Willow Bark
Originally published in 1971, Animals in Art and Thought discusses the
ways in which animals have been used by man in art and literature. The
book looks at how they have been used to symbolise religious, social
and political beliefs, as well as their pragmatic use by hunters,
sportsmen, and farmers. The book discusses these various attitudes in
a survey which ranges from prehistoric cave art to the later Middle
Ages. The book is especially concerned with uncovering the latent, as
well as the manifest meanings of animal art, and presents a detailed
examination of the literary and archaeological monuments of the
periods covered in the book. The book discusses the themes of Creation
myths of the pagan and Christian religion, the contribution of the
animal art of the ancient contribution of the animal art of the
ancient Orient to the development of the Romanesque and gothic styles
in Europe, the use of beast fables in social or political satire, and
the heroic associations of animals in medieval chivalry.

Medieval Medicine
The scholarly collection of Medicine and the Law in the Middle Ages
examines connections between doctors, lawyers, laws, regulations,
professionalization, administration, literature, hagiography and
health from an international perspective.

Western Medical Thought from Antiquity to the Middle Ages
In this collection of over 100 primary sources, many translated for
the first time, Faith Wallis reveals the dynamic world of medicine in
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the Middle Ages that has been largely unavailable to students and
scholars.

Medieval Medicine
Using an innovative approach to evidence for the medieval hospital and
medical practice, this collection of essays presents new research by
leading international scholars in creating a holistic look at the
hospital as an environment within a social and intellectual context.
The research presented creates insights into practice, medicines,
administration, foundation, regulation, patronage, theory, and
spirituality. Looking at differing models of hospital administration
between 13th century France and Spain, social context is explored.
Seen from the perspective of the history of Knights of the Order of
Saint Lazarus, and Order of the Temple, hospital and practice have a
different emphasis. Extant medieval hospitals at Tonnerre and
Winchester become the basis for exploring form and function in
relation to health theory (spiritual and non-spiritual) as well as the
influence of patronage and social context. In the case of the Ospedale
Maggiore in Milan, this line of argument is taken further to
demonstrate aspects of the building based on a concept of
epidemiology. Evidence for the practice of medicine presented in these
essays comes from a variety of sources and approaches such as remedy
books, medical texts, recorded practice, and by making parallels with
folk medicine. Archaeological evidence indicates both religious and
non religious medical intervention while skeletal remains reveal both
pathology and evidence of treatment.

Medieval Medicine in Illuminated Manuscripts
This book offers an introduction to the history of university-trained
physicians from the middle ages to the eighteenth-century
Enlightenment. These were the elite, in reputation and rewards, and
they were successful. Yet we can form little idea of their clinical
effectiveness, and to modern eyes their theory and practice often
seems bizarre. But the historical evidence is that they were judged on
other criteria, and the argument of this book is that these physicians
helped to construct the expectations of society--and met them
accordingly.

Medieval Medicine and Disease
A time when butchers and executioners knew more about anatomy than
university-trained physicians – travel back to a time of such unlikely
remedies as leeches, roasted cat and red bed-curtains

Wounds in the Middle Ages
Examines medical beliefs and practices, public health, and plague in
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the medieval world.

Art in the Medieval West and Its Audience
In this highly illustrated volume Madeline H. Caviness explores a set
of issues that have concerned art historians in relation to medieval
works of art - questions of patronage and viewing community, formal
and aesthetic codes, and modern reception history. Two studies examine
ways in which Neoplatonic and Aristotelian tenets informed different
modes of representation, and the visionary mode is later addressed in
the context of the works of Hildegard of Bingen. Hildegard's
authorship and patronage is also the focus of two essays in a section
dealing with women's roles in the arts of the high middle ages,
especially as book owners. Revisionist pieces include four articles on
the aesthetic and political factors that impacted on the modern
formation of a canon of medieval works in Europe and the United
States, while another evaluates selected medieval works in relation to
modern definitions of obscenity. A number of these studies represent
important steps toward Caviness's current feminist readings of
medieval culture.

The Long Lives of Medieval Art and Architecture
This unique examination of medieval medicine as detailed in
physician's manuals of the period reveals a more sophisticated
approach to the medical arts than expected for the time. • Includes
translations, available for the first time in English, of original
comments and illustrations by physicians of the day • Contains a
plethora of additional resources for learning, including 20 black-andwhite plates with full references, 5 tables, a glossary of unusual
words, a chronology and list of the consulted sources, and an
extensive bibliography • Reveals how medieval medical manuals
influenced literary, historical, and medical study

Visualizing Medieval Medicine and Natural History, 1200–1550
Indeed, all the Church Fathers were convinced that healing sometimes
came from evil sources: Satan and his demons were able to heal, for
example, and Asclepius was a demon "to be taken very seriously
indeed."

The Medieval Hospital and Medical Practice
This book explains how the "Ars medicine" ("The Art of Medicine")
became the basic curriculum in the early universities. It shows how
copies of this collection were produced, who owned them and how they
were used in the classroom.

Medicine and the Law in the Middle Ages
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Western Europe supported a highly developed and diverse medical
community in the late medieval and early Renaissance periods. In her
absorbing history of this complex era in medicine, Siraisi explores
the inner workings of the medical community and illustrates the
connections of medicine to both natural philosophy and technical
skills.

Medicine in Art
The medieval English hospital held a mirror to society, reflecting its
preoccupations and anxieties, not only about charity and health in
this world, but salvation in the next. Using a combination of
contemporary documentary and architectural evidence, this text
presents an in-depth assessment of one specific institution - St
Gile's Hospital, Norwich - and sets it firmly in its historical
context.

The Trotula
Presents a detailed description of medieval medical treatments
available during the Crusades.

Medicine for the Soul
This volume challenges and redefines the traditional distinction made
between the sacred and the secular in medieval healing, medical
practice, and theory as evidenced in the historic, text record, and by
material culture (sites and objects). The studies here are
interdisciplinary and are grouped into two parts. The first focuses on
secular and religious texts, demonstrating how the language of sacred
and secular healing blurs and merges in both Latin and vernacular
textual traditions. Chapters critically examine how medieval English
literature draws directly from medical discourse when representing the
physical and moral consequences of wrath; the reasons why empirical
experience in medical education is central to the writings of Valesco
de Tarenta; the narrative significance of Bede s representation of
plague in his eighth-century prose Life of Cuthbert; and the
implications of distinctions between late medieval religious sermons
and secular discourse on plague. Authors also discuss how secular
medicine and religious faith intersect in two, recorded, late medieval
English miracles and present the largely unexplored impact of access
to food on people s everyday health. The second part investigates how
the concepts of the sacred and the secular are seen in material
culture. Chapters explore how the practice of lapidary medicine by
early practitioners and midwives used the protective and healing
properties ascribed to gemstone amulets, eagle-stones, and lodestones.
At pilgrimage sites, the dynamic nature of cure and spiritual
interaction is evidenced in art and artifact. One type of object,
pilgrim badges from English sites, is used to explore statistically
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the wider social context of faith and healing."

The Art of Healing: Painting for the Sick and the Sinner in
a Medieval Town
The papers in this volume question how perceptions of space influenced
understandings of the body and its functions, illness and treatment,
and the surrounding natural and built environments in relation to
health in the classical and medieval periods.

Medieval Medicine
Images in medieval and early modern treatises on medicine, pharmacy,
and natural history often confound our expectations about the
functions of medical and scientific illustrations. They do not look
very much like the things they purport to portray; and their actual
usefulness in everyday medical practice or teaching is not obvious. By
looking at works as diverse as herbals, jewellery, surgery manuals,
lay health guides, cinquecento paintings, manuscripts of Pliny's
Natural History, and Leonardo's notebooks, Visualizing Medieval
Medicine and Natural History, 1200-1550 addresses fundamental
questions about the interplay of art and science from the thirteenth
to the mid-sixteenth century: What counts as a medical illustration in
the Middle Ages? What are the purposes and audiences of the
illustrations in medieval medical, pharmaceutical, and natural history
texts? How are images used to clarify, expand, authenticate, and
replace these texts? How do images of natural objects, observed
phenomena, and theoretical concepts amplify texts and convey complex
cultural attitudes? What features lead us to regard some of these
images as typically 'medieval' while other exactly contemporary images
strike us as 'Renaissance' or 'early modern' in character? Art
historians, medical historians, historians of science, and specialists
in manuscripts and early printed books will welcome this wide-ranging,
interdisciplinary examination of the role of visualization in early
scientific inquiry.

Medieval Medicine and the Plague
This book is the first study to consider the extraordinary manuscript
now known as the Carrara Herbal (British Library, Egerton 2020) within
the complex network of medical, artistic and intellectual traditions
from which it emerged. The manuscript contains an illustrated,
vernacular copy of the thirteenth-century pharmacopeia by Ibn Sar?b?,
an Arabic-speaking Christian physician working in al-Andalus known in
the West as Serapion the Younger. By 1290, Serapion’s treatise was
available in Latin translation and circulated widely in medical
schools across the Italian peninsula. Commissioned in the late
fourteenth century by the prince of Padua, Francesco II ‘il Novello’
da Carrara (r. 1390–1405), the Carrara Herbal attests to the growing
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presence of Arabic medicine both inside and outside of the University.
Its contents speak to the Carrara family’s historic role as patrons
and protectors of the Studium, yet its form – a luxury book in Paduan
dialect adorned with family heraldry and stylistically diverse
representations of plants – locates it in court culture. In
particular, the manuscript’s form connects Serapion’s treatise to
patterns of book collection and rhetorics of self-making encouraged by
humanists and practiced by Francesco’s ancestors. Beginning with
Petrarch (1304–74) and continuing with Pier Paolo Vergerio (ca.
1369–1444), humanists held privileged positions in the Carrara court,
and humanist culture vied with the University’s successes for leading
roles in Carrara self-promotion. With the other illustrated books in
the prince’s collection, the Herbal negotiated these traditional
arenas of family patronage and brought them into confluence, promoting
Francesco as an ideal ‘physician prince’ capable of ensuring the moral
and physical health of Padua. Considered in this way, the Carrara
Herbal is the product of an intersection between the Pan-Mediterranean
transmission of medical knowledge and the rise of humanism in the
Italian courts, an intersection typically attributed to the later
Renaissance.

Medicine, Society, and Faith in the Ancient and Medieval
Worlds
A time when butchers and executioners knew more about anatomy than
university-trained physicians - travel back to a time of such unlikely
remedies as leeches, roasted cat and red bed curtains

Medicine in the Crusades
Wounds were a potent signifier reaching across all aspects of life in
Europe in the middle ages, and their representation, perception and
treatment is the focus of this volume. Following a survey of the
history of medical wound treatment in the middle ages, paired chapters
explore key themes situating wounds within the context of religious
belief, writing on medicine, status and identity, and surgical
practice. The final chapter reviews the history of medieval wounding
through the modern imagination. Adopting an innovative approach to the
subject, this book will appeal to all those interested in how past
societies regarded health, disease and healing and will improve
knowledge of not only the practice of medicine in the past, but also
of the ethical, religious and cultural dimensions structuring that
practice.

Mistress of the Art of Death
This book presents for the first time an up-to-date and easy-to-read
translation of a medical reference work that was used in Western
Europe from the fifth century well into the Renaissance. Listing 185
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medicinal plants, the uses for each, and remedies that were compounded
using them, the translation will fascinate medievalist, medical
historians and the layman alike.

Medieval Chinese Medicine
This collection of essays examines how the paratextual apparatus of
medieval manuscripts both inscribes and expresses power relations
between the producers and consumers of knowledge in this important
period of intellectual history. It seeks to define which paratextual
features – annotations, commentaries, corrections, glosses, images,
prologues, rubrics, and titles – are common to manuscripts from
different branches of medieval knowledge and how they function in any
particular discipline. It reveals how these visual expressions of
power that organize and compile thought on the written page are
consciously applied, negotiated or resisted by authors, scribes,
artists, patrons and readers. This collection, which brings together
scholars from the history of the book, law, science, medicine,
literature, art, philosophy and music, interrogates the role played by
paratexts in establishing authority, constructing bodies of knowledge,
promoting education, shaping reader response, and preserving or
subverting tradition in medieval manuscript culture.

Inscribing Knowledge in the Medieval Book
Illustrates how death and incurable disease were considered a common
part of medieval life and offers a history of the Black Death, or the
plague, which killed millions of people in Europe.

Medieval Herbal Remedies
Explores how clergy employed mural painting in the Middle Ages to cure
body and soul.

Colour and Light in Ancient and Medieval Art
Describes health and medicine in medieval Europe, explains what people
believed about the role of religion and superstition in health care,
and discusses medical treatments, childbirth, diseases, and the
development of medical science.

Harmony in Healing
In this collection of over 100 primary sources, many translated for
the first time, Faith Wallis reveals the dynamic world of medicine in
the Middle Ages that has been largely unavailable to students and
scholars.
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